Whole-hand sensorimotor area: cortical stimulation localization and correlation with functional magnetic resonance imaging.
The pli de passage moyen (PPM) is an omega-shaped cortical landmark bulging into the central sulcus. There has been considerable interest in the PPM given that hand motor and sensory tasks have been found on functional magnetic resonance (fMR) imaging to activate the structure. Note, however, that the cortical function subserved by the PPM is not completely understood. Finger and thumb function are somatotopically organized over the central area and encompass a larger cortical surface than the anatomical PPM. Therefore, a sensory or motor hand area within the PPM would be redundant with the somatotopically organized digit function in the primary sensorimotor cortex. In this study the authors aimed to clarify the function subserved by the PPM and further evaluate hand area function in the primary sensorimotor cortex. To further elucidate the function subserved by the PPM, patients underwent cortical stimulation in the region of the PPM as well as fMR imaging-demonstrated activation of the hand area. Two separate analytical methods were used to correlate hand area functional imaging with whole-hand sensory and motor responses induced by cortical stimulation. A relationship of the anatomical PPM with cortical stimulation responses as well as hand fMR imaging activation was observed. A strong relationship was identified between the PPM, whole-hand sensory and motor stimulation responses, and fMR imaging hand activation. Whole-hand motor and whole-hand sensory cortical regions were identified in the primary sensorimotor cortex. It was localized to the PPM and exists in addition to the somatotopically organized finger and thumb sensory and motor areas.